Industrial Machinery

 The machine opposite is a lock
stitch machine.
 It only does a basic straight
stitch.
 Different specialist machines do
other stitches for example, a
zig- zag stitch.
 It can have attachments added
to it for other processes for
example, attaching bindings.
 It is usually permanently fixed to
a table with a large foot pedal
on the floor.

 The school equivalent is the
domestic sewing machine.
 These machines do a variety of
operations and stitches.

 This is an industrial over locker which is
permanently fixed to a table with foot controls on
the floor.
 This machine can be adapted for different widths
of stitches much like the ones seen in schools.
 It can have attachments added which allow
elastics to be stitched on to fabrics.
 Sometimes they are 4 thread machines or 3
thread machines depending on what type of
finish is needed.
 It has a blade to cut and trim the fabric as it is
stitched.
 The threads overlaps the edge of the fabrics to
neaten them.

 The domestic over locker seen opposite, used
regularly in schools works in the same way as
the industrial one.

The Multi –Head
Embroidery Machine

 This machine is programmed via a computer
and stitches a number of the same design
simultaneously .
 If one thread on one head breaks, the whole
machine stops for the fault to be corrected quality control!
 Thread changes take place automatically,
each head can have 10 needles for 10
spools of thread.
 The school equivalent is shown below. One
needle, manual changes of thread, can still
achieve a high quality outcome.

Once a design and final fit for a garment has been agreed, a pattern grader enters
the details on to a computer programme which allows the patterns to be graded in to
a variety of sizes. This is called a ‘nest’.

 The individual templates which make
up a garment for each size are
separated and coloured coded. The
computer programme allows this to
be done easily!


The operator selects each template
one by one and fits them into a grid
which represents the width and length
of a piece of fabric.



It is vitally important that all sizes and
all the required pieces are fitted in to
the grid. What would happen if one
piece was omitted?



The operator has to move each piece
one at a time until the most
economical lay plan has been
achieved.

 This used to be done by hand on a
very large piece of paper!

Initially the computer
operator places all the
required pieces on to the
grid.
It is important that grain
lines are followed. Why?

Note how close all the pattern
pieces are placed together.
Specialist cutting equipment
allows templates to be placed
very close, cutting down on
waste.
From this point the
manufacturer knows the exact
quantity of material needed for
production.

Fabric Spreading Machine
This machine layers up several plies of fabric. Once the machine has been
programmed and the roll of fabric loaded, it continually travels the length of the table
layering and cutting the fabrics. Suction on the table keeps the fabrics flat and in
place.
What are the advantages of using this machine as opposed to layering fabric by
hand?

Computer Controlled Cutting Machine
When the final and most economical lay plan has been agreed this computer
controlled machine cuts out all the pieces through several plies of fabric according to
the instructions that have been fed into it.

CAM : Consider the advantages to the manufacturer of using this type of machinery.
Sometimes small
die cutters like
the one shown
below are used to
cut small shapes
such as those
used on appliqué.

Band Knife
A band knife is sometimes used to cut around
some template pieces and through several
layers of fabric.
The knife position is fixed. The layers of fabrics
are moved against the knife to cut the template
pieces.

Straight Knife
The straight knife is hand operated and
following the template guide on the top
layer of paper the operator cuts
through the fabrics and around all the
template pieces.

SAFETY
Operators of
cutting equipment
like this should
wear safety gloves
at all times. Why?

Safety gloves

Production Line
 Mass production


Batch production



Progressive bundle
production

Once all the cutting has been
completed the pieces are bundled
together ready for the production line
typical of the ones shown opposite.
The scale of production is dependant
on the type of product being made,
how many are needed and the
complexity of the product.

Industrial Steam Irons
The final process for some
products is a steam iron!
It is someone’s job particularly
with fashion items to give a final
press to the product prior to a
final inspection for quality
control and being packed ready
for dispatch.

